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Abstract: In this era of modern technology and high-end violence the fear of survival is always there when we
are in air, cruising in the plane. The most intimidating part in this is the fear of hijackers seizing control of the
plane. Even in the developed nations with the most sophisticated techniques couldn’t stop these death
inducing methods. In this article we have given an innuendo in stopping hijacking in the most effective way.
IRONCLAD as we stated means an unassailable method or a flawless device. We have devised a new method
using the functional system of the body. This will certainly put a full stop to the things that threatens every
one, if it is implemented correctly. The method involves simple implementation of embedded systems and
biomedical  instrumentation.  Two types of  sensors,  heartbeat  and  temperature sensors are used in here.
These  sensors  are  placed  in  all the passenger seats. The heartbeat  and  temperature  of  the  human body
are measured and are constantly checked. There is always a quantum jump in the heart beat count and the
temperature of a human body in times of tension. So in case of any hijack, the human body will experience the
same, which is detected by the sensors and suitable preventive measures are taken automatically.
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INTRODUCTION the cabin of the aero plane. The detecting sensors are

The IRONCLAD deals with the detection and plane [2].
prevention of hijacking automatically by combining the The temperature is detected by using temperature
features  of  embedded and  biomedical  instrumentation sensor and the heartbeat by an Infrared transmitter and
for sensing the parameters. Embedded system is used receiver arrangement with a pulse generator. The values
because any additions or an alteration in the system does sensed from these sensors are added and the mean value
not  involve  the  change  of  hardware  that  could be is founded. When there is a quantum change in the heart
done just by  changing  the coding written into the IC. beat count and body temperature the mean value exceeds
This reduces  hardware cost, development time and the normal value. Then the micro controller gives the
space. The chips are inbuilt into a non-computing device, control to earth station and activates the camera inside
which gives intelligence to the system. Biomedical the flight. The  situations  are monitored manually and the
instrumentation provides necessary equipments for controls are given to the flight accordingly. The controller
sensing   the    required    parameters   from   the  body. used for  this  purpose  is programmable interface
The camera gives the control to the system and for controller  (PIC)  which  has many features inbuilt in it,
alerting the pilot [1]. that satisfies the requirements needed here.

Principle: Whenever the brain senses any peril of any Need for Ironclad: In this modern and the technocratic
sort  there  is  always  certain  reactions  taking  place in world the threats for hijacking is augmented successively.
our body.  This  functional  change of the body is used The attack on the WTC is the best example to show the
to detect the  danger  inside  an Aero plane. The heart increased threats and the devastating result. The aero
beat and body temperature of a normal person rises plane is mainly focused for the abductions and threats
abruptly  during  this  situation,  this variation in  the since the passengers are mostly important people and the
body is detected  for  each  and every passenger inside locating of a particular person is not that difficult [3].

placed in the seats of all the passengers inside the aero
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Once the plane is in the air we lose our controls over Controlled Situation: The camera used here enables the
it, this enables the hijackers to use the situation. So a monitoring earth station  to  show the actual position in
sophisticated system with at most secrecy should be the plane. An emergency crew may be alerted to get ready
employed to avoid these miss happenings. The method to be effective once the plane lands. The gas used should
we suggested would provide a required solution [4]. be mild and also should fulfil the requirement. Nitrous

Coping with the Present: The IRONCLAD is easy to the best toxicant used for medical purposes. An output
install in any prevailing planes provided they need the from the controller can be set to enable the autopilot if we
security to the passengers. The system consists of the suppose there may be a problem with the pilot.
sensors, cameras, microcontroller and an interfacing
device. The sensors are embedded to the seats of the Embedded Design and Implementation: A system
passengers and have contacts with the microcontroller. designed to  perform  a  specific function that combines
The cameras are situated in various places in the plane the feature and functionalities of hardware and software
cabin [5]. is called embedded systems. An Embedded system

As the  system  is  totally embedded the installation includes the microprocessors and microcontrollers. Some
is easier and simple. The system is enabled once the plane of its advantages include
starts and works till the destination is arrived [6].

Analysis and Working Sensing and Reporting: The heart Higher reliability since less number of components.
beat sensors and the temperature sensors placed in the Reduced failure ratio.
seats constantly give the signals to the microcontroller.
The changes in the heart beat count and the body Niceties
temperature are reported then and there to the micro Heart Beat Sensor:  The  conversions  of the heart
controller [7]. sounds into electrical signals can be done by a variety of

Microcontroller  Tasking: The sensed  values from the microphone,  piezoelectric crystal, carbon microphone,
various sensors are handled individually and the mean for etc. There are two main categories of microphone used in
the heartbeat and the body temperature are found phonocardiography.
separately. The mean values are compared constantly
with the normal mean store previously in the micro Air coupled microphone.
controller. Only when there is a change in the mean value Contact microphone.
by larger difference, an alert signal is sent to the earth
station with the plane details and the cameras in the plane In air  coupled  microphone,  the movement of chest
are activated simultaneously. Here the precision plays an is transferred (via) an air cushion and presents low
important role. There may be sudden change in heart beat mechanical impedance to the chest.
count or the body temperature of one or two passengers But in contact microphone, it is directly coupled to
inside the plane. But this will don’t do any major change chest wall and presents a higher impedance, high
in the mean value there by avoiding the unwanted alert sensitivity, low noise and lightweight.
signal produced. Using an IR transmitter  and receiver arrangement

Manual Monitoring: Once there is an alert signal in given converts each heartbeat into corresponding electrical
by the micro controller, the cameras are activated and are pulse. This arrangement will suit for implementation in
viewed in the earth station. When the situation seen by here. The normal heartbeat of the person is at rate of 72-75
the cameras doesn’t show any disruptions a low level beats per minute. This pulse differs from person to person
alert signal is given to the pilot since the hijackers may be and only an indicator of resting pulse rate is employed
hiding. If the situation is worse, a gas is released in the here.
cabins. The gas as a nature of making the human being The “normal” pulse rate for men is 72 bpm (beats per
unconscious when inhaled. If there is no attention via the minute) and for women it is 80 bpm. The pulse may be
camera and the pilot or the earth station, the gas is measured at the wrist, neck, temple, groin, behind the
released automatically after a minute. knees or on top the foot. In these areas the artery passes

oxide or attar may be used here. Nitrous oxide is one of

Faster execution speed.

transducers viz., condenser microphone, moving coil

with a pulse generator we can sense heartbeat, which
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close to the skin. In here the heartbeat is measured at the Probable  Problems:  There  are  some problems, which
tip  of the  finger,  preferably thump finger. The  heart may  arise  when   the   hijack  control  system  is  used.
beat sensor consists of  an  IR transmitter and receiver. The  problems  and   their   solutions  are  discussed
The transmitted  IR  radiation senses the blood flow. below.
Blood is pumped for each heart beat pulses. Hence for
each  heartbeat  the  transmitted IR radiation is Problem 1: If there is a case where the hijacker wears
interrupted by the flow of blood, which acts as a safety masks and may resist the gas.
resistance. The receiver senses this difference and an
equivalent voltage is produced. Corresponding to the Solution: An alternate way of making unconscious may
voltage, pulses are generated by the pulse generators. be chosen like lowering the oxygen level inside the cabin.
These pulses are given as an input to the controller and This will make every person inside the cabin fall asleep.
from there the values are processed.

Temperature Sensor (LM335): The LM 335 series are and there by the plane.
precision, easily calibrated integrated circuit temperature
sensors operating as a 2-terminal zener. The LM335 has a Solution:  By  switching  on the “AUTO  PILOT” mode
breakdown voltage directly proportional to absolute the plane can control itself. By looking at the camera an
temperature at +10mV/°K. With less than 1W dynamic apt solution can be brought at that instant.
impedance the device operates over a current range of
400µA to 5mA with virtually no change in performance. Problem 3: The passengers may attain the abnormal
When calibrated at 25°C the LM335 has typically less condition in many situations like.
than 1°C error over a 100°C temperature range. Unlike the
others sensor the LM335 has a linear output. Applications Any one of the passengers may be severely ill so
for the LM335 include almost any type of temperature that others may fear about those persons.
sensing  over  a  -40°C  to +100°C  temperature  ranges. The plane may be about to crash due to any failures
The low impedance and the linear output make interfacing and there may be a condition for emergency landing
to readout or control circuitry especially easy. and immediate evacuation from the plane. In such

Features: lead to disaster.

Directly calibrated in Kelvin. Solution: Once there is an emergency situation, an
1°C initial accuracy available. indicator in the cockpit will glow indicating the situation.
Operates from 400µa to 5ma. Only if the indicator is left unattended the gas will be
Easily calibrated. released. This gives the pilot ensure the safety of the
Wide operating temperature range. passengers inside.

Pic Controller: The PIC controller is one of the versatile Future Applications:
devices by which the interfacing and the working is
easier. As the name implies the Programmable Interface This can used  all  security  systems like banks,
Controller (PIC) is exclusively designed for peripheral buses, cars and  houses.  In  these applications,
interfacing. public police or detective agencies control the

Facts about Pic: This same idea can use in-patient monitoring systems

It has a 16 bit flash memory. indication in hospitals.
It is one-lakh times erasable and writable. The biomedical application can be further developed
Code protection is available. with wireless technology to monitor the status of a
Data retention is about 75 years. person while on the move.

Problem 2: The hijacker may take control over the pilot

situation if the patients were unconscious then it will

controls.

for emergency situations to give the doctor an
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CONCLUSION Heterogeneous Verification of Embedded Control

Even  in  the  slightest possibility we should not Conference, 2007. ACC '07Date of Conference: 9-13
allow mankind to face danger. This is impossible but the July 2007. Author(s): Kumar, R. Carnegie Mellon
effort shouldn’t be ceased in any way. Every person Univ., Pittsburgh Krogh, B.H. Page(s): 236-241
should come whole heartedly to ensure security to the Product Type: Conference Publications
civilians  against  the most  vicious  persons  present. 4. 1038  Ieee  Transactions  on Industrial Electronics,
This is one of the ideas, which provide security in an Vol. 59, No. 2, February 2012a Robust Real-Time
AEROPLANE against the hijackers. This method may Embedded Vision System on an Unmanned
have some flaws and hurdles as it’s in the preliminary Rotorcraft for Ground Target FollowingFeng Lin,
stage, when it comes to real time the problems will be over Student Member, IEEE, Xiangxu Dong, Ben M. Chen,
come and it can be implemented successfully. Fellow, IEEE,Kai-Yew Lum, Member, IEEE and Tong
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